Ve lvets

A vibrant Iznik pattern inspired by Pugin and designed by artist Adam Calkin IPEK Amber Teal

IPEK Black Gold

Ve lvet is experiencing something of a fashionable revival,

and while Lewis & Wood have never been slaves to fashion, we have
always enjoyed the depth of colour velvet offers, allowing the fabric
to truly sing. Choose from our 5 magnificent printed velvets and mix
and match with any of the 22 plain Rooksmoor colours for a complete
velvet indulgence. Printed on British woven velvet and given a
special ‘teddy bear’ finish our collection is second to none.
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JOSEPH Persian

JOSEPH Persian
ROOKSMOOR Velvets

Perfect for creating what we like to call ‘heirloom upholstery’
JOSEPH is a deliciously rich and luxurious statement fabric
guaranteed to lift the spirits.
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ROOKSMOOR Velvets

ROOKSMOOR Inca

JOSEPH Persian

Our collection of 22 sumptuous velvets, ROOKSMOOR covers
the full colour spectrum from a hot, deep Marmalade to a sublime
blue green Marmara. The colour palette has been chosen to bring
out the best in our patterned velvets, while the lush velvet pile is a
joy to touch.

ROCOCO Mughal

ROCOCO Imperial

This striking and original design by artist Melissa White
was inspired by her passion and interest in intricate Indian
blocks and ROCOCO motifs. A vibrant and densely
patterned velvet, it makes a handsome choice for upholstery.
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NIKITA Marina

NIKITA Marina

A design inspired by nomad weavings from the Hindu Kush,
NIKITA is a luxurious cloth which works well with contrasting
wood and leather interiors.
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WILD THING Copper Cobalt

WILD THING Red Emerald

A bold large print pattern featuring foliage, flowers, and
wildlife, WILD THING was originally printed on linen
but we couldn’t resist turning up the volume, and have
successfully transferred it to velvet for a more opulent look.
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IPEK IFC, page 1
width 134cm repeat 109cm

width 132cm

Black Gold

Copper Cobalt

Amber Teal

WILD THING Cover, page 10, 11

Ginger Kiwi

NIKITA page 8, 9

ROCOCO page 6, 7

width 137cm

width 135cm

Marina

repeat 52cm

Pelt

Imperial

ROOKSMOOR pages 2, 4, 5

repeat 134cm

Amber

Blue Boy

Cadet

Cocoa

Damson

Dove

Fawn

Green Gage

Hellebore

Inca

Marmara

Marmalade

Moss

Mulberry

Myrtle

Onyx

Otter

Peat

Sea Holly

Seal

Slate

Tricia Pink

Red Emerald

repeat 58.5cm

Mughal

Siam

JOSEPH pages 2, 3, 4
width 135cm

Persian

repeat 141.5cm

Spice
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